We reformulate the relativistic perfect fluid system on curved space-time. Using standard variables, the velocity field u, energy density ρ and pressure p, the covariant Euler-Lagrange equation is obtained from variational principle. This leads to the Euler equation and the equation of continuity in reparametrization invariant form.
I. INTRODUCTION
In cosmology, matter is normally treated as relativistic fluid and its equation of motion is studied directly. Nevertheless, in cases such as discussing symmetry, it is more convenient to utilize Lagrangian formulation, and consider the fluid equation via the variational principle.
Naturally, various works have been proposed (for example [1] ) to construct Lagrangian formulation of relativistic perfect fluid. However, while the choice of dynamical variables is essential to simplify the discussion, these methods are somehow indirect, such as representing the fluid elements by field variables that do not appear explicitly in the equations of motion.
Such roundabout may not be desirable for both pedagogical and theoretical reasons, e.g.
building a simple cosmological model. The generalization of variational principle to the fluid mechanics is carried out by following the case of a rigid body [2] , leading to EulerPoincaré equations. In such sense, the appropriate variables for the case of a perfect fluid are, (u, ρ, p), representing: velocity vector field of a matter flow, energy/mass density, pressure:
respectively.
In fact, such way of construction in case of non-relativistic perfect fluid is given by Lanczos [3] , and the case of relativistic dust fluid (p = 0) is given in the elementary text book by Dirac [4] . Combining these two approaches, the authors presented the Lagrangian formulation of relativistic perfect fluid in a geometrical way [5] , (section 3.3). Nevertheless, the above formalism still had some unnecessary complications. In the present paper, we will present a more simplified and straightforward formulation which will give covariant equations of motion. This formulation is in accordance with the Eulerian specification of fluid dynamics.
II. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE
The Lagrangian of the perfect fluid on (n + 1)-dimensional Lorentzian manifold (M, g) is given by
where the first term is the Lagrangian of dust fluid, u ∈ X(M) is the vector field of the fluid velocity, and ρ ∈ Λ n+1 (M) is the mass density (n + 1)-form of the fluid. It is given by
where we consider a Finsler metric of the form: F = g µν (x)dx µ dx ν , and
. . , x n )} are the local coordinates of M and u = u µ ∂ ∂x µ . F and its derivatives are regarded as functions on T M, and throughout this paper, notation such as F (u) means the contraction of the vector field u to dx µ in the above sense. We also set the speed of light c = 1. The second term of Eq. (1) represents the effect of pressure
, where the integral represents symbolically that its variation gives p δL(u).
where
The action is given by the integral
where σ represents a (n + 1)-dimensional submanifold of M. By considering its variation,
one obtains the equations of motion.
A. Equation of dust fluid
First, we calculate δL dust (u, ρ). The fluid element shifts infinitesimally to the direction ξ ∈ X(M), and the corresponding variations of ρ and u are represented by the Lie derivatives as,
Then,
The Cartan's formula L u = dι u + ι u d is used, and for notational convenience, we abbreviated ∂F ∂u µ := ∂F ∂dx µ (u). The bracket , denotes contraction, for instance,
and dx µ , ξ := ξ µ . Then since ρ∧d(F (u)) = 0, the variational principle tells us that
for arbitrary ξ ∈ X(M). This equation (8) 
Contracting (9) with u µ gives 0 = (L u ρ)F (u), where we used the homogeneity u µ ∂F ∂dx µ (u) = F (u), and its Euler-Lagrange derivative,
Thus, in the case F (u) = 0, we obtain
where the first equation represents the conservation of mass, while the second is the Euler equation for dust fluid. This equation is generalized to perfect fluid in the next section.
Up to now, we have only used the homogeneous property of F , and not its concrete form
given by the Lorentizan metric. Therefore, we may choose for F any general Finsler metric that satisfies rank 
B. Equation of perfect fluid
Here we will calculate the pressure term p δL(u) in Eq. (5).
where the first term is calculated similarly as in (7),
and the second term of Eq. (12) becomes
Finally, by using Eqs. (5), (7), and (15), we obtain
By the variational principle, the last term gives the Euler-Lagrange equation,
The above equation (17) is invariant with respect to the transformation (u, ρ, ω g ) → (φu, φ −1 ρ, φ −1 ω g ), where φ is an arbitrary positive definite function on M. This transformation u → φu corresponds to changing "time" which is a parameter of fluid elements.
Therefore, this scale transformation means reparametrization in the perspective of Eulerian specification of flow.
C. covariant Euler equation
In the previous sections, we have scarcely used the concrete form of the function F , which was given by the Lorentzian metric. In fact, only the homogeneous property of F was required to carry out the above calculations.
Here, we will show that the covariant Euler-Lagrange (Euler-Poincaré) equation of perfect fluid (17) will indeed give a familiar Euler form (evolution equation form).
Considering the concrete form,
the factor in the second term of Eq. (17) is rewritten as
Then, Eq. (17) becomes,
where we set
We would like to solve this equation for ∇ u u ν . Since F µν satisfies the homogeneity relation
where we have assumed F (u) = 0. This is the equation of continuity for the perfect fluid on a Lorentzian manifold, and satisfying this equation guarantees that a particular solution for (20) exists. Using (22), the equation (20) is rewritten as
Define,F
which satisfies the relation:
Now set, c ν := r .h.s of (23), thenF µν c ν is the particular solution of (20). Explicitly, it is
The general solution would be in the formF µν c ν +λu µ , where
is an arbitrary and homogeneous function of degree one in the u µ variables. The general solution includes one free function λ(x, u), since rank(F µν ) = n = (n + 1) − 1, and (F µν ) has 0-eigen vector u µ . Thus it is obtained as,
or
The λ 1 (x, u) = λ 1 (x µ , dx µ )(u) also is an arbitrary and homogeneous function of degree one in u µ . The existence of these arbitrary functions λ, λ 1 indicates that these equations are reparametrization invariant with respect to u. Similarly as in the previous section, the equations (22) and (28) be determined consistently with the choice of the evolution rate. For example, by taking the velocity speed, F (u) = 1, u ν u ν = 1, and u ν ∇ u u ν = 0, we obtain, λ 1 (x, u) = − u(p) µ + p .
Then we get
while the continuity equation becomes
which are indeed the relativistic Euler equation and continuity equation of perfect fluid [6] .
The discussion in the previous subsections, especially in subsection A. and B., was established mostly without the reference to the concrete form of the metric F . The important property which contributed to the theory was only the homogeneity of F . This suggests that we may choose for F a more general form of Finsler metric instead of the specific form given by the Lorentzian metric. We are now working on such extensions, hoping to report the results soon.
